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CHAPTER ONE

Wake up
Do you realize who you are?
Breath of the blinding stars
I
Constant developing
Thirsty for everything
Listen
This more than I
Hear with mind
Don't fear the change of self inside
The process
Inflaming the fevers of the tongue
Obstacles in the back
To the side
To the front
Birth of a new
Positive
Overcome the ways of the negative
In depth commitments that will improve
The way to live
This being one of many
Assemble the pieces of the puzzle
Intently, no envy
Criticize, condemn and complain the triple negatives
Double sedatives
Examine the faults of self-it's imperative

CHAPTER TWO

Admit when wrong
The sense of character is raised
The road is long
It will save you from disgrace
Is your truth in season?
I ask for obvious reasons
Confidence runs high
Reconstructing the binds

CHAPTER THREE
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Creator of your environment
Architect mapping out the blueprints defined
Stay
These facts do not drift away
The work in progress charm
Protects you from decay
Splinter
The winter touch reacts
The cold chill cracks
Negative self-detach
The lives are the same
Cause the ways are the same
Cause the lies are the same
Cause the acts are the same
Are your arms getting tired
From holding a grudge expired?
Releasing the fires
Dissolving bonds that were once
Made of concrete

CHAPTER FOUR

Look up
Look up at the victimized
Running to their death
Process of development inside
How many here can withstand to remain?
No gain without pain
Withstand it all sustain
How much time have you wasted from previous times
before
Crumbling pieces
That shatter to the core
That shatter to the core
Kings
Of nothing
Placements worth escaping
Away from this
Away from this
Away from this decline
Suffocated deprived
Eliminate disguise
Explosive undertones
Paralyze
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